Iron phosphides belong to a fascinating class of low-cost materials, exhibiting different properties depending on their phase (Fe 3 P, Fe 2 P, FeP, FeP 2 and FeP 4 ), and thus targeting a wide scope of applications (ferromagnetism, magnetoresistance, magneto-calorific effects, catalysis, and batteries). [1] [2] [3] [4] However, the synthesis of sizeand stoichiometry-controlled iron phosphide nanoparticles (NPs) still remains highly challenging. This is in particular the case for FeP, 2 which is of high interest for energy applications such as electrocatalysis for hydrogen production 3 or electrodes of Li-ion batteries. 4 As recently reviewed by Carenco et al., the synthetic routes can be classified according to the phosphorus source: in situ or ex situ-generated phosphine (PH 3 ), elemental phosphorus, tris(trimethylsilyl)phosphine (P(SiMe 3 ) 3 ) and trioctylphosphine (TOP). 5 Considered as more convenient, less expensive and safer than other sources, trioctylphosphine (TOP) has been privileged during the last decade. 1,2,5-11 However, the use of TOP goes along with certain limitations in terms of phase control or mechanistic understanding. 3 The lack of reactivity of TOP indeed requires to work at very high temperature (>300 1C) to break the strong P-C bonds. These harsh conditions facilitate atomic recombination and thus, the phase control will be essentially based on sophisticated procedures involving slow syringe injections, multistep heating ramp or solutions containing partially decomposed precursors. 5 As successful examples, ) and the high temperature make the rationalisation difficult from the chemical viewpoint. 5 As an alternative, a single source approach using organometallic precursors may be considered as an elegant and pertinent alternative to control the phase and the purity of nanomaterials. 12, 13 Indeed, the predetermined stoichiometry is anticipated to form a target phase and decomposition is expected to be controllable (thanks to adjustable metal-ligand interactions) and to occur in narrower and lower temperature ranges. 14 Thus, this brief overview shows the limits of the currently developed methods in terms of phase control or mechanistic understanding and suggests that the development of precursors designed for this specific objective is necessary to take up these challenges. We identified [(CO) 4 Fe(PH 3 )] 17, 18 (1) as a valuable candidate as a single source precursor for FeP nanoparticles, meeting the requirements of the weakness of P-H bonds (compared for example to P-C ones) and the lability of the CO ligands, 19 as evidenced by the use of the related binuclear complex FeMn(CO) 8 (m-PH 2 ) for preparing Fe 2-x Mn x P NPs. 20 In addition, the relevance of this type of complex for the preparation of various clusters including phosphorus naked atoms has also been recently evidenced. 21 In the present study, we have successfully designed a reliable and straightforward strategy for the synthesis of 1 and we report the photochemical and the chemical behaviours of this complex which led, first, to an unprecedented isolated intermediate and then, to FeP NPs with controlled size and stoichiometry.
Taking advantage of our expertise in metal pnictides, 21 we have recently reported the synthesis of [(CO) 4 W(PH 3 ) 2 ] by the ''one-pot'' reaction of [(CO) 4 W(nbd)] (nbd = norbornadiene) with P(SiMe 3 ) 3 and subsequent methanolysis of the reaction mixture. 22 The advantages of this synthetic route are good yields and that use of PH 3 is avoided. We have successfully transferred this concept to the formation of 1 (see ESI † for X-ray structure) which was obtained in excellent yields using the same route as that previously described for [(CO) 4 
FeP nanoparticles were prepared via thermolysis of the single source mononuclear complex 1 at 150 1C. Remarkably, and in contrast to most of the previous synthetic routes, these particles were obtained with precise stoichiometry control. In a typical reaction, complex 1 and hexadecylamine (HDA) together with oleic acid (OlA) as ligands are dissolved in mesitylene and maintained at the desired reaction temperature for 1 h. When using the same conditions but other stabilizing systems like HDA, OlA or TOP, unstabilized materials were obtained: metallic mirrors in the first two cases and large blocks in the latter. Thus, only the combination of HDA and OlA results in the formation of nanoparticles indicating that the presence of both ligands is required, presumably for inducing a soft but robust template. 23 Examination of the influence of the ligand concentration relative to the amount of the precursor showed that the optimal ratio [(CO) 4 Fe(PH 3 )]/ HDA/OlA for the synthesis of a narrow size distribution of spheres is 1/0.5/0.5. As evidenced by TEM and HRTEM, individual spherical particles of mean diameter 3.4(0.7) nm are prepared (Fig. S1 , ESI †). In order to investigate the reaction mixture in particular the carbonyl compounds were monitored during the whole procedure. It showed that the precursor transformed before decomposition to iron phosphide material. During the thermolysis in mesitylene, the color change from yellow to brown is accompanied by the appearance of new IR absorptions at 2066, 2027 and 1994 cm À1 (Fig. S2, ESI 
The decomposition mechanism of 1 involves the release of CO ligands and is somewhat reminiscent to that observed for the single source precursors Fe(SiCl 3 ) 2 (CO) 4 and Co(SiCl 3 ) 2 (CO) 4 of the metal silicide MSi (M = Fe, Co). 24 Interestingly, the existence of the binuclear iron complex without organic substituents at the P atoms (2) has already been predicted by theoretical computations. 25 However, it has not been isolated and characterized successfully to date. The highly volatile product 2 is purified by slow sublimation at normal pressure. The orange crystals so obtained are soluble in non-polar solvents such as hexane or toluene. The EI mass spectrum shows the molecular ion peak and the characteristic fragmentation pattern of successive CO elimination. Table S1 , ESI †) and are in good agreement with the experimental data.
In agreement with the theoretical prediction the crystal structure of compound 2 (Fig. 1) shows a puckered Fe 2 P 2 four membered ring. 27 It exhibits an angle of 781 between the two planes, which are defined by the atoms Fe1, P1, Fe1 0 and Fe1, P2, Fe1 0 , respectively. The coordination sphere at each iron atom is completed by three terminally bound CO ligands. All bond lengths are in good agreement with the theoretically predicted ones. In particular the determined Fe-Fe distance of 2.635(4) Å is close to the calculated value of 2.619(1) Å. Analogously, the theoretical Fe-P bond length of 2.218(2) Å is between the experimental ones (2.215(9) Å and 2.220(6) Å). Even the PÁ Á ÁP distance of 2.769(6) Å is in the range of the computed distances (2.804(2) Å), even though the computational method was limited to the Hartree-Fock method at that time. 25 In contrast to compound 2, analogous complexes containing organic R groups at the P atoms (e.g. Ph, tBu, Cy) [28] [29] [30] (ref. 31)) due to the repulsion of the bulky substituents. During the synthetic process of NPs, the binuclear complex 2 is then further converted into a molecular species showing three absorptions for the CO frequencies at 2037, 2020 and 1995 cm À1 in the IR spectrum (Fig. S2, ESI †) . We did not succeed in isolating and identifying this cluster; however, the absence of bridging CO absorption suggests the sole formation of phosphorus-based bridging ligands. Complex 2 may, thus, be considered as the building block to yield iron phosphide material. The presence of Fe 2 P 2 moieties in the unit cell of bulk FeP (MnP-type crystal structure) 1,32 also favours this assumption.
The synthesis of FeP NPs is highly reproducible and, in contrast to all previously reported routes which involve TOP and/or TOPO, 2 precise determination of the iron and phosphorus content of the as-prepared nanoparticles can be evidenced by elemental analysis. The analysis using ICP-MS indicates that our method allows precise control of Fe and P contents in a 1 : 1 ratio. XRD analysis showed amorphous FeP material, but crystalline nanoparticles displaying the orthorhombic structure of bulk FeP were obtained by annealing at 200 1C (Fig. S4, ESI †) . HRTEM analysis (with Fast Fourier Transform patterns) of single nanoparticles revealed distinct lattice fringes (Fig. 2a and b) confirming unambiguously the presence of crystalline particles. The electron diffraction pattern was taken for a small assembly of nanocrystals (B10) and ring diffractions with d values of 2.72, 2.43, 2.01 and 1.90 Å can be identified, respectively, as (011), (111), (201) and (211) peaks for the FeP orthorhombic structure (Fig. S5, ESI †) .
The magnetic properties of the annealed FeP nanoparticles were measured using a superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) in the temperature range between 2 K and 300 K. Our experimental data evidence an antiferromagnetic behaviour as expected from bulk FeP. In conclusion, we have presented here a low temperature route to synthesize size-and stoichiometry-controlled FeP nanoparticles. Our approach which relies on a single source precursor featuring fixed Fe : P stoichiometry, labile CO ligands and weak P-H bonds makes possible the precise control of the final material and, unprecedentedly, establishes the direct relationship between a precursor stoichiometry and the final product. Examination of the mechanism allowed the identification of intermediate clusters that are the building blocks yielding the FeP phase. This work stresses the relevant and central choice of the ligands and susbtituents to allow their removal under soft conditions while keeping intact Fe-P. Given the rich and well-known chemistry of iron carbonyl complexes incorporating phosphine ligands, this result opens up promising perspectives in the synthesis of other Fe x P y phases through the design of organometallic species displaying defined Fe : P ratios.
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